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Opinion is still sharply divided on 
whether Breaker Morant and his 
Australian co-defendants were  
criminals who got what they  
deserved, or scapegoats used by the 
British Empire. Major Thomas, the 
bush lawyer drafted in at the last minute 
to defend them, is invariably depicted 
as either a hero or an incompetent fool. 
Now, for the first time, Greg Growden 
attempts to unravel the truth about the 
lawyer and soldier who returned from 
South Africa a broken man. 

Before the Boer War, Major Thomas 
had been a pillar of his community. 
He was a published poet, newspaper 
proprietor, lawyer and decorated soldier, 
but defending Breaker Morant became 
the defining episode of his     life. The 
former ‘King of Tenterfield’ endured a 
stunning fall from grace, slipping into 
bankruptcy and imprisonment. Thomas 
ended his days as an eccentric recluse, 
his life ruined by the ignominy and 
frustration of finding himself on the 
wrong side of history.

For more than a century he has been 
a footnote in diverging historical 
arguments. A proper hearing for Major 
Thomas is long overdue.The bush lawyer who defended Breaker Morant  

and took on the British Empire

For more than three decades Greg 
Growden was a senior sportswriter 
for The Sydney Morning Herald and 
Sun Herald, where he was chief rugby 
union correspondent between 1987 
and 2012. After a six-year stint as 
Australian rugby correspondent for 
ESPN, he returned to The Sydney 
Morning Herald as a sports columnist 
in 2019. He has written fifteen books, 
including A Wayward Genius – a 
biography of Australian Test cricketer 
Leslie ‘Chuck’ Fleetwood-Smith, 
rated by renowned British writer 
Frank Keating as among the 100 best 
sporting books of the 20th century.

Officers of the Bushveldt Carbineers during the Boer War, including lieutenants 
Peter Handcock (far left) and Breaker Morant (with dog).

On 27 February 1902, in the final months of the Boer War, 
soldiers Breaker Morant and Peter Handcock were found 

guilty of war crimes and executed by firing squad. There was 
another life destroyed that day … arguably the most innocent 

victim of the whole saga.
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Prologue

Two men suffering an ignoble end. He could never erase that 

memory.

Heads down, marched out of their cells, they were told 

to about-turn. In front of them was a firing squad. Eighteen 

rifles raised. A final bark of defiance: ‘Shoot straight and make 

a good job of it. I’m looking right down the barrels of your 

rifles.’ Then a deafening round of shots reverberated off the 

prison walls … 

He would close his eyes and the image would reappear: 

two bullet-riddled bodies nowhere near home, leaving behind 

families, lovers, admirers, haters, doubters and countless loose 

ends. He had tried to stop this. How would he explain their 

deaths?

He could not avoid the thought that he had let the two 

men down.

}
To distract his mind, he immersed himself in work. His 

office bore all the signs of an obsessive. He was surrounded 

by clutter. His desk was covered with documents, loose 

papers, telegrams, subpoenas, financial reports, police 
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records, affidavits and urgent memos. Stacks of newspapers, 

historical magazines, military volumes and law reports 

swayed dangerously in every available spot in his tiny office. 

He couldn’t push his chair out too far for fear that a pile of 

print would crash down upon him.

His filing system was non-existent. He relied on his vast 

memory. Hence the mess. Still, if asked, he could find what 

was wanted in those stacks within minutes.

Those who wanted to help him get it all sorted were 

shooed away.

He was stubborn. This irritating trait had even seen him 

publicly humiliated with a gaol term: a massive comedown for 

‘The Godfather of Tenterfield’, whose tentacles had reached 

far into that flourishing New South Wales town’s activities.

Many who had once adored him now avoided him. He 

would corner townsfolk and harangue them about how he 

took on the British Empire. He never got over the injustice of 

it all. 

No longer the star of the local community, he kept working 

away, but there were constant conflicts, disagreements. He 

lost focus. Debilitating mental conditions not understood at 

the time were clearly at work. Post-traumatic stress. Intense 

depression.

He immersed himself in other issues. Every 60 minutes 

there would be a reminder of that compulsion, when a 

battered pendulum clock would chime the latest am or pm. He 

usually ignored those chimes. However, the ringing of twelve 

consecutive bells was the indicator he had better head home. 

In virtual darkness, this tall, emaciated figure would 

shuffle towards the railway station. It was at this station and 
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its ornate platform that he had met prime ministers, organised 

important rallies and headed off to faraway wars. It was here 

that he was once greeted as the town’s finest, the leader of its 

intelligentsia, before attending lavish functions as the guest 

of honour. 

Once across the tracks he would slowly weave his way 

through the local cemetery gravestones. In the far distance, 

underneath a mountain, was his homestead, fastidiously 

built in the South African veldt style to honour a time and 

place that had deeply affected him, and finally scarred him. 

Near Pretoria he had left part of himself. His garden was the 

constant reminder.

There were many nights when he never made it to his 

homestead. Due to exhaustion, amplified by a dreadful, 

inadequate diet of raw onions and carrots, he would often give 

up and find a soft, grassy spot in the Presbyterian section of the 

cemetery, transform his coat into a pillow, push it hard into the 

side of a raised concrete grave, and curl up.

Sleep was nigh impossible, because among the dead he 

could not avoid thinking of another cemetery the other side of 

the world.

}
A photograph exists of that horrible moment when he stood at 

the raised grave of The Breaker and his mate. He is in a three-

piece suit, holding a bushman’s hat waist-high. In the other 

hand is a short whip. 

In the photograph he appears disconsolate. At least he 

succeeded in ensuring their bodies weren’t dumped out on the 
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Karroo, that they had a proper funeral, and their final wish of 

being buried together was fulfilled. It took a lot of wrangling. 

On top of the grave, he had placed an Australian flag. 

Thinking back to that moment, he still feels empty. 

Tortured.

There would be other fitful, more encouraging, memories 

to revisit as he tried to sleep, such as when he was hailed a 

national hero following his pivotal role in his country’s first 

moment of note in a foreign battle. 

They had saluted him, bowed to him. Whatever he uttered 

mattered. They called him ‘The Major’. Then it all went bad, 

incomprehensibly bad.

Maybe it would have been better if he had never returned 

from battle and been killed during that famous Boer War 

siege, when the Australian soldier was roundly applauded for 

his pluck. As he wrote to the family of one colleague killed at 

Elands River: ‘It is “the fortune of war” and it may be better 

to die thus than to grow old and die of some lingering disease.’

Whenever he moved on the hard cemetery surface, he 

would wake himself up. He could never get comfortable. 

For fear of being discovered, he would finally shake 

himself off, struggle to his feet, and slowly stumble his way 

over those final few miles. Walking through his property’s 

rusted front gate would often coincide with the dawn. He 

would only have enough time to find something that hadn’t 

rotted away in his pantry, and place it between two pieces of 

stale bread, before turning around and heading straight back 

into town, back to his office, that clutter, that confusion, in 

search of redemption.
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Introduction

Eleven minutes into Breaker Morant, one of Australia’s most 

acclaimed movies, its director, Bruce Beresford, introduces a 

central character. The Breaker and his cohorts Peter Handcock 

and George Witton are about to face a court martial in 

South Africa for killing Boer War prisoners and an innocent 

clergyman when in walks their legal representative: Major 

James Francis Thomas.

Beresford quickly conveys the David and Goliath battle 

that Thomas is about to face – he is the courageous but 

seemingly insignificant bush lawyer taking on the Empire. 

Morant, Handcock and Witton look with scepticism at 

Thomas as he strides confidently into view, though it is soon 

clear that he knows he is out of his depth. Some bluffing will 

be required to gain their confidence.

Scepticism turns into disdain as the trio discover their 

lawyer has never been involved in a court martial before, and 

as a country town solicitor has only handled ‘conveyancing 

and wills’.

‘Wills?’ says a snarling Handcock, played by Bryan Brown. 

‘Might come in handy.’
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Thomas looks lost.

Later Beresford shows Thomas following the accused as 

they head to their Pretoria gaol cells. He drops important court 

papers, looks flustered, struggles to keep up, and takes further 

barbs when he asks his clients questions, only to hear the men 

snap back at him, ‘We told you all that last night.’ 

His opening scenes in the courtroom emphasise his 

inadequacies. Sitting next to Witton, Handcock and Morant 

on a bench, he is portrayed as a floundering legal babe. He 

shuffles his papers, loses his spot, and scrambles to find the 

relevant information in the pile of evidence on the wooden table 

in front of him. But gradually he gains confidence, becoming 

more assertive as the movie goes on. Soon everything revolves 

around the Major. He becomes an admirable character, a 

champion of the downtrodden, making impassioned court-

room speeches. 

It was a Beresford masterstroke to cast Jack Thompson as 

Thomas. The dynamic Australian actor gave the role power, 

presence and depth. He skilfully portrayed both Thomas’s 

early confusion and his growing confidence as the court martial 

proceeds. It is a compelling, unforgettable performance, 

remembered as much as Edward Woodward’s portrayal of The 

Breaker. What is not well known is that the Major Thomas 

part was not initially offered to Thompson. He was instead 

supposed to play Handcock. But a production delay meant 

that John Hargreaves, who was supposed to play Thomas, had 

to withdraw due to television commitments. Thompson took 

over the Thomas role, and Bryan Brown played Handcock.

Thompson’s portrayal of Thomas won him the award 

for Best Supporting Actor at the 1980 Cannes Film Festival. 
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Forty years after Breaker Morant’s cinema release, it remains 

Thompson’s most famous role. If you want to remind anyone 

who Major James Francis Thomas was, you just have to say: 

‘Remember Jack Thompson in Breaker Morant? … Him.’ And 

people immediately know.

It was nonetheless a glossy portrayal. Thompson 

was not Thomas. Thompson was strikingly handsome, 

his blond streaks and deep tan indicating a sunny seaside 

Australian disposition. Thomas wasn’t that. More ungainly, 

uncomfortable, somewhat pasty, with what appeared to be a 

lazy eye and stern, unforgiving features. He was plain – not 

the type of man to be seen anywhere near the beach. He was 

too gawky. 

While an admirable attempt to portray the Morant story, 

the movie at times veers away from the truth in its efforts 

to tell a classic ‘poor colonial boys standing up to the evil 

Empire’ tale. The final scenes, for example, in which Morant 

and Handcock are executed in the wide-open spaces of the 

veldt didn’t happen; their deaths were far less picturesque. 

And there are numerous other scenes that take creative licence 

with history. As is regularly the case with film adaptations, 

Breaker Morant provides only a limited view of Thomas. 

Many historians, writers and military crackpots obsessed 

and consumed by the Breaker Morant myth have since used 

Thomas to push their own agendas, often turning him into 

a one-dimensional figure, easy to categorise, and more often 

than not getting him blatantly wrong. The big-screen image of 

him as a bumbling country hick is hard to obliterate.

Likewise, the bad, devious side of Morant has been 

fastidiously bleached out. 
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As with the persistent Morant brainwash, some have 

blindly championed Thomas, attempting to turn him into a 

martyr, believing he did no wrong. Others have cast Thomas as 

a stubborn fool. Both characterisations are far from the truth. 

In his Banjo Paterson biography, the author Colin 

Roderick wrote a chapter on Morant, adding that Thomas 

‘performed well in a hopeless case, made more difficult because 

Morant and Handcock did not tell him the truth’. Many 

others haven’t been so forgiving. Numerous legal experts have 

taken delight in ridiculing Thomas. One of the most acerbic 

was John Bennett, who wrote a scathing article in the NSW 

Law Society Journal in 2001. In the piece, titled ‘Doubting 

Thomas’, Bennett questioned why he was portrayed as a hero, 

bluntly stating that the failure of the defence case was largely 

due to Thomas’s ineptitude and inexperience.

Bennett was astounded that Thomas was appointed; it 

was like asking an outback doctor to perform delicate brain 

surgery. He outlined how Thomas bungled the case. He had 

not sought a leader or assistant, ‘hectored the court with 

extraneous remarks of a political favour’, and allowed the 

prisoners ‘to volunteer unguarded and prejudicial testimony’, 

while attempts to address questions of military law ‘were 

demolished by the prosecution as ‘perfect nonsense … a mere 

twisting of words’.

Bennett believed Thomas committed the most basic error 

of advocacy by identifying himself with the cause of his clients.

British authors Joe West and Roger Roper in their 

sometimes bitter book Breaker Morant: The Final Roundup 

focused on Thomas’s failings. Gaining confidence from 

Bennett’s blunt observations, the pair wrote: ‘The opinion of 
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many of the legally trained, and some of the untrained, is that 

his defence was naïve, inept and it might be argued somewhat 

preposterous. John (sic) Francis Thomas may have thought he 

was doing the BVC1 officers a favour by stepping in but as with 

some of his other ventures, he may have been self-deluding.’ 

For decades this saga has been dogged by catty, sometimes 

juvenile squabbles between pro- and anti-Morant historians 

and enthusiasts. Each side is vehement. Some willingly gloss 

over Morant’s many faults. Others can only see those faults. 

And countless find it hard to gain the middle ground.

Some have used the issue as a self-promotional soapbox. 

Even in the Australian War Memorial, in its Boer War section, 

people can vote on whether Morant received a fair go or not. 

A sign near where Morant memorabilia is displayed reads: 

YOUR VERDICT. SHOULD MORANT AND HANDCOCK 

HAVE BEEN EXECUTED? YES 91,842, NO 117,024 

(opinions recorded for the year 2001).

Craig Wilcox, in his exemplary history, Australia’s 

Boer War, was more sympathetic towards Thomas. Wilcox 

explained that Thomas ‘never doubted his clients … he saw 

the army, the war, the enemy, in the same bitter way they did’. 

There were reservations, including that ‘Thomas, a colonial 

solicitor, amateur soldier and agitated soul, was hardly the 

best man to move a court of British regular officers. Above 

all, the defence’s shifting ground – following orders, unhinged 

by the deaths of friends, guerrilla warfare demanding an end 

to niceties, having been jumped by prisoners – was unlikely to 

satisfy the judges.’

1 Bushveldt Carbineers.
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Others, such as historian and writer Kit Denton, believed 

him to be a mighty Australian, worthy of greater prominence. 

Australian legal eagles, such as Geoffrey Robertson, have 

also backed Thomas. They describe Morant and Handcock’s 

execution as a disgrace. There have been mock trials, reliable 

and dubious documentaries, members of Thomas’s family 

calling for a judicial inquiry and intense debates between 

opposing Morant factions. In 2018, a motion acknowledging 

the injustice of the sentences was presented to the Australian 

Parliament.

But throughout Thomas remains a shallow figure. In 

seeking the truth, it is possible to discover much more about this 

man. He was far more than a supposedly inept, misunderstood 

bush lawyer.

The real, unexpurgated story of Major James Francis 

Thomas, with its many complexities, blemishes and unexpected 

twists and turns, is compelling. It is a story that has to be told.
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